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Summary 

The overarching goal of this project is to understand the interactions between dynamic rupture 

processes and the structural evolution of damaged fault zones over long time scales. This year we have 

shown that, in computational and theoretical earthquake models, pre-existing damaged fault zones 

affect earthquake rupture persistently over multiple earthquake cycles. They lead to pulse-like ruptures 

and multiple back-propagating fronts reminiscent of Rapid Tremor Reversals. These complex rupture 

patterns can be new targets for future observational and laboratory studies. 

Background  

Mature faults are surrounded by a damaged zone, characterized in geological observations by 

distributed fractures and micro-cracks (e.g. Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Savage and Brodsky, 2011) and 

in geophysical studies by low velocity or compliant fault zones (LVFZ, e.g. Huang and Ampuero, 2011; 

Yang, 2015). Our previous studies show how a LVFZ can affect rupture dynamics substantially (Huang 

and Ampuero, 2011; Huang et al., 2014, 2016; Pelties et al., 2014; Perrin et al., 2016). Fault zone 

reflected, head and trapped waves can interact with the rupture to promote pulse-like rupture, 

premature rupture arrest, periodic modulation of slip rate, periodic patterns of off-fault damage, 

transition to supershear rupture at relatively low background stress, and rupture at speeds that are 

theoretically unexpected for steady ruptures in homogeneous media. We have also related these model 

predictions to seismological and geological observations. We have found evidence for unexpected 

rupture speeds in earthquakes occurring within LVFZs in Big Bear, southern California (Huang et al, 

2016). We have proposed that LVFZ effects contribute to an observed tendency of earthquakes to 

propagate faster in the direction of increasing fault maturity (Perrin et al, 2016) and to the steady 

propagation of the M7.5 2018 Palu, Indonesia earthquake at a supershear speed of 4.1 km/s, slower 

than Eshelby’s speed √2𝑣𝑆 (Bao et al., 2019). The latter is an unstable speed in homogeneous media, 

but it could be a supershear rupture running at the P-wave speed of a LVFZ with 30% damage, which is 

stable (Bao et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2014, 2016). 

Results  

Two important open questions we studied in this project were:  

1. Do the effects of a LVFZ on earthquake rupture, previously identified in our single-rupture 

simulations, persist over multiple earthquake cycles? For instance, Huang and Ampuero (2011) 

found that pulses are dominant only for some combinations of LVFZ thickness and initial stress, 

and Huang et al (2016) found that a LVFZ can induce unexpected supershear transitions for 

certain initial stress values (figure 1-right). However, in single-rupture simulations initial stresses 

are an arbitrary input. What happens to pulse-like ruptures and rupture speed if we let stresses 

self-organize throughout multiple earthquake cycles? 

2. Can the promotion of pulse-like behavior by a LVFZ induce complexity of seismicity? Dramatic 

velocity-weakening can generate complexity (e.g., Cochard and Madariaga, 1994) because it 
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promotes pulse-like ruptures, which are more sensitive to stress perturbations left by previous 

events and tend to sustain heterogeneity. LVFZs can also generate pulses, which motivates our 

interest on their effect on earthquake complexity. 

 

         

Figure 1. Previous results on effects of LVFZ on dynamic rupture, emphasizing the dependence on initial stresses. 

Left (Huang and Ampuero, 2011): rupture style and rupture speed (a) as a function of velocity reduction, ΔV, and 

width of LVFZ, W,  for an S ratio (strength excess over stress drop) of 2.33 and as a function of S ratio and W for ΔV 

of (b) 20% and (c) 40%. Right (Huang et al, 2016): supershear transition lengths in LVFZs of 30% velocity reduction 

as a function of Δτr (stress drop normalized by strength drop) and fault zone width. Lengths are normalized by the 

size of the critical nucleation zone, Lc. Below the black dashed line, supershear transitions are not observed. The 

crosses denote the fault zone widths and Δτr values for which oscillations of rupture speed occur. 

We addressed these two questions using our open-source quasi-dynamic rate-and-state simulator QDYN 

(Luo et al., 2017b; available at https://github.com/ydluo/qdyn). This code was previously used in studies 

of earthquake cycle in homogeneous media with heterogeneous friction properties (Luo and Ampuero, 

2017; Luo et al, 2017a; van den Ende et al, 2017). Here we modified it to enable simulations on faults 

surrounded by a LVFZ, capitalizing on a wavenumber-domain formula for the static stress transfer kernel 

in layered media derived by Ampuero et al (2002). Based on analytical results by Kaneko et al (2011), we 

derived an estimate of process zone size in LVFZ to guarantee proper grid resolution. Key results of our 

quasi-dynamic simulations, which are part of a manuscript in preparation, are highlighted below.  

We identified the necessary conditions for pulse-like ruptures, persistently across multiple earthquake 

cycles in a LVFZ: a high contrast between the shear modulus of the LVFZ and the host rock and a LVFZ 

thinner than the nucleation length. To quantify how pulse-like is an event, we considered two metrics: 

the ratio between the average duration of slip along the rupture (rise-time) and the overall rupture 

duration, and a “slip flatness index” that quantifies how uniform is the final slip profile (for a steady 

pulse, this index is 1).  Figs. 2a,b show these pulseness metrics as a function of the damage zone 

thickness normalized by the nucleation length (h/Lnuc) and of fault-zone damage D (one minus ratio of 

damaged to intact shear moduli). We complement this numerical exploration by theoretical 

developments: the slip flatness in QDYN simulations agrees qualitatively with our numerical predictions 

for a static crack with prescribed uniform stress drop and rupture length surrounded by a LVFZ.  

https://github.com/ydluo/qdyn
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Figure 2. Results of quasi-dynamic cycle simulations with LVFZ. a) Average rise-time over rupture duration, b) 

flatness (described in text), c) promotion of secondary fronts, and d) complexity index as a function of LVFZ 

thickness h (normalized by fault length) and D (one minus ratio of damaged to intact shear moduli). The solid black 

curves in b) are contours of slip flatness predicted by a static crack model with LVFZ. The solid black contours in d) 

indicate the ratio of nucleation length to fault length, based on a theoretical estimate of nucleation length in LVFZs. 

To quantify the complexity of seismicity we define a “complexity index” as the coefficient of variation 

(ratio of standard deviation to mean) of the distribution of event magnitudes. We find that the 

dependence of complexity on the level of damage, D, and LVFZ thickness, H, is not consistently 

correlated to rupture pulseness (figure 2-far-right), but is primarily controlled by the ratio L/Lnuc of fault 

length to nucleation length. The latter is estimated theoretically in LVFZs following Kaneko et al (2011). 

Increasing L/Lc promotes the appearance of small events near the edges of the locked fault segment, 

near the transition to the creeping portions of the fault (e.g. Lapusta and Rice, 2003; Segall and Bradley, 

2012). Progressive growth of edge events results from loading by the stress concentration induced by 

creep. The complexity of seismicity found in our current simulations is dominated by this edge effect. 

We also found that, even in characteristic earthquakes that recur regularly, LVFZs promote complex 

rupture patterns that do not repeat in detail from one cycle to the next. In particular, we identified 

secondary fronts that propagate in the opposite direction to the main rupture front (Fig. 3-middle). 

These back-propagating fronts nucleate in various locations where previous events left peaked residual 

stresses (Fig. 3-right). The pattern of back-propagating fronts does not exactly repeat from one cycle to 

the next, but some overall features are persistent, such as their average spacing. Highly complex 

ruptures and seismicity have been previously observed in models with geometrical or frictional 

heterogeneity, or strong velocity-weakening (e.g. Cochard and Madariaga, 1994; Gabriel et al., 2012), 
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but are not a generic outcome in models with uniform properties and basic rate-and-state friction (Shaw 

and Rice, 2000). Here, the combined effects of a LVFZ and a small nucleation length promote highly 

complex patterns of slip. 

Back-propagating fronts were an unexpected finding that may explain Rapid Tremor Reversals (RTR), a 

pattern of tremor migration observed during episodic tremor slip (ETS) in Cascadia and Japan. 

Interestingly, low velocity layers surrounding the megathrust interface have been identified at tremor 

depth in Cascadia. In an unanticipated departure from the original research plan, we decided to extend 

our model to slow slip and to study its implications for RTR observations. A manuscript containing the 

results from the quasi-dynamic analysis is in preparation. We aim to include in it the analysis of back-

propagating secondary fronts and its connection to ETS. As a result, the objective to understand the role 

of elastodynamics in the behavior of our model still needs to be completely addressed.  

 

Figure 3. Ruptures in (left) a homogeneous medium and (middle) a LVFZ with D = 0.9 and h = Lnuc/4. The former is 

crack-like, while the latter is pulse-like and features multiple back-propagating fronts. (right) The heterogeneous 

stress before (black) and after (red) the rupture in LVFZ. Residual stress peaks correlate with the nucleation points 

of back-propagating fronts 

In addition, we contributed to the SCEC project “Advancing Simulations of Sequences of Earthquakes 

and Aseismic Slip (SEAS)” led by Brittany Erickson and Junle Jiang. We participated in the workshop, 

online discussions and earthquake-cycle verification exercise with our boundary element method code 

QDYN. This activity was beneficial for our team; it consolidated the confidence in the accuracy of our 

code and to identify a minor bug in an output routine. 

Benjamin Idini conducted the proposed work under the supervision of PI Ampuero. He successfully 

completed the quasi-dynamic work planned and is preparing a manuscript for submission. Benjamin 

gave well-attended poster presentations of this work at the 2017 AGU Fall Meeting in New Orleans and 

at the 2018 SCEC Annual Meeting (Idini and Ampuero, 2017, 2018). He also participated in the software 

development of QDYN (Luo et al., 2017b). This work was one of his first-year graduate research projects, 

which he presented as part of his qualification examination in September 2018.  
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